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Abstract 

The hedging property of gold against single asset has been greatly demonstrated in literature. Gold-stock hedge 

suggests gold as ‘safe haven’ for stock market. Unlike gold-stock hedge which requires zero or negative 

correlation between their returns, gold-inflation hedge refers to the positive co-movement or ’peg’ between gold 

return and inflation. Thus, this is the first paper to address whether gold can hedge stock market and inflation 

simultaneously since stock market boom often comes with moderate inflation which creates puzzle in gold price 

dynamics and its hedging property. In this paper, we assume that an investor creates optimal portfolios from 

stock and gold. The weights assigned to gold are interpreted as hedge coefficient towards the stock market. We 

ask if the hedge coefficient also moves in tandem with inflation or other functions of inflation. When regressing 

the hedge coefficient on inflation or functions of inflation, the slope will be positive if the gold first used to 

hedge the stock market can also hedge inflation. We find that is not the case: the coefficient is not positive in 

statistics. This result implies that gold fails to hedge both stock market and inflation simultaneously over time.  

Keywords: gold, hedging, portfolio and asset allocation 

JEL Codes: B4, G1. 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Introduce the Problem 

Hedge is a risk management tool frequently exercised by investors and institutions. One of the products widely 

used for hedging purpose is gold and its derivatives, and this fact has been widely recognized and documented 

by both professional practice and academic research (Emmrich & McGroarty, 2013; Lucey & Li, 2015; Areal, 

Oliveira, & Sampaio, 2015 etc). In some literature, gold is also named as ‘safe haven’ asset (Baur and 

McDermott, 2010). When gold is used to hedge stock market like SP500, the concept of ‘safe haven’ refers to the 

zero or negative correlation between gold and stock market’s returns. However, not all hedging property of gold 

imply low or negative correlation between assets’ returns. For instance, gold-inflation hedge is motivated by the 

intrinsic value of gold which requires positive co-movement or ’peg’ between gold return and inflation rate. 

This paper works on the hedging property of gold. However, instead of focusing on the hedging property of gold 

against a single asset or single variable which has been well explored, we visit a potential puzzle and ambiguity 

which has not been explained and verified from any previous work to the best of our knowledge. This puzzle is, 

can gold simultaneously hedge stock market and inflation, consider inflation rise often goes against stock fall 

which creates unclear dynamics of gold prices on those moments?  

One difficulty of addressing this puzzle in terms of empirical exercise is about how to address the issue of 

simultaneity. We develop and provide a new approach and framework to this issue and similar problem in this 

paper. We first assume that an investor creates optimal portfolios from stock and gold. The weights assigned to 

gold are interpreted as hedge coefficient towards the stock market. Then we ask if the hedge coefficient also 

moves in tandem with inflation or other functions of inflation. When regressing the hedge coefficient on inflation 

or functions of inflation, the slope will be positive if the gold ‘first’ used to optimally hedge the stock market can 

still hedge inflation. In other words, this approach tries to verify whether gold can still hedge inflation 

conditional on assuming investors have optimally used it to hedge stock market on the same moment. In this 

paper, we find that is not the case: there is no statistical evidence to support positive relationship between 

inflation or proxy of gold-inflation hedging and hedging coefficients measured by weights of gold in gold-stock 

portfolio. 
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We need to pinpoint this paper doesn’t study the average hedging effect of gold against both stock market and 

inflation in the long run which could be well estimated by a line of multi-variate regression. However, we do 

employ such a multi-variate regression as a baseline model for comparison to better illustrate such a difference. 

In fact, over the long run period from 1985 to 2019, the results of regression for comparison suggest that 

investors can hedge both equity market and inflation together if they keep holding gold over the complete time 

horizon without any action of selling or re-balancing. Opposite but not contradictory to the results of comparison, 

the new approach developed in this paper concludes that under the context of trading or re-balancing gold and its 

weight in portfolio actively with monthly frequency, investors or portfolio managers are unable to hedge both 

inflation and stock market efficiently in the simultaneous content.  

1.2 Literature Review 

Evidence of gold’s hedge against various assets and economic variables including stock and inflation could be 

found in abundant literature. Stock-gold relation is relatively clear and straightforward. Zero or negative 

correlation in stock-gold returns caused by flight to quality has been solidly examined (Baur & Lucey, 2010). 

Based on this fact, most studies agree that gold can serve as a good hedge or safe haven when stock market falls 

even though occasionally such effect is limited and insignificant (Choudhry, Hassan, & Shabi, 2015). Gold can 

also hedge (rising) inflation because it has intrinsic value driven by its limited supply as a prestitous metal. 

Worthington and Pahlavani (2007) give cointegration evidence by allowing for endogenous structural break and 

appoint gold investment as effective inflation hedge. From the perspective of macroeconomic news releases, 

David, Chaudhry, and Koch (2000) find gold responds strongly to the release of the CPI. However, the 

inflation-gold relation might be not as obvious as stock-gold. Beckmann and Czudaj (2013) suggest that gold’s 

inflation hedge crucially depends on the time horizon. Lucey et al. (2014) suggest that gold’s sensitivity to 

inflation relies on interest rate changes. For instance, expected inflation rise usually brings higher expected 

interest rate which may depress gold prices and twist its hedging effect against inflation (Fortune, 1987). 

Here comes the puzzle. As gold return usually increases with respect to the fall in stock return which triggers 

gold-stock hedge, and gold return increases in response to rising inflation which refers to gold-inflation hedge; 

what will happen if both inflation rise and stock market boom occur on the same moment? Will gold prices still 

increase in response to rising inflation? Or gold prices may decrease or just barely increase because the stock 

market performs outstandingly well? Project this puzzle to an investment question, we know gold can hedge 

inflation and equity market separately, but can gold hedge both simultaneously? Such a puzzle and ambiguity 

haven’t been addressed in any previous study to the best of our knowledge, and this becomes the motivation and 

main research question in this paper. In terms of practical meaning, this puzzle is particularly interesting and 

attractive to investors and institutions since inflation rise and stock market boom frequently come together (Kaul, 

1987; William, Huang, & Wang, 2016).   

1.3 Model of Comparison and Motivation 

Most researches working on hedging property of gold use time series techniques such as ARMA, GARCH, and 

VAR. Those works follow similar patterns, like regressing the returns of gold on variable of interest to verify 

statistical evidence. However, those common methods we have seen so far in previous studies may not work well 

for solving the puzzle we propose in this paper. The reason has been pointed out earlier: previous studies analyze 

the hedging property of gold on a single asset or product like stock or inflation while this paper tries to find if 

gold can hedge both stock market and inflation simultaneously. In other words, we concern about whether gold 

could still hedge inflation on exact same moment when it is used to hedge stock market optimally ‘first’. Such 

scenario brings a problem if we only apply a multi-variate regression by regressing gold return on both stock 

market return and inflation rate since the estimated parameters (beta) can only explain the ’local average effect’ 

of explanatory variables over sample. Thus, multivariate regression does provide evidence about the average 

hedging effect of gold on both stock market and inflation with a much more general meaning. 

In order to better highlight such a difference, this paper also employs a multi-variate regression as a benchmark 

model of comparison to estimate the long-run average hedging effect of gold against both inflation and stock 

market. The baseline regression, or say the model of comparison, regresses return of gold on stock market 

(SP500) return and inflation rate measured by the growth of CPI. Necessary controls include the value of US 

dollar, interest rate, dummy variables for decades, and dummy variable for recession periods defined by NBER. 

All the variables are of monthly frequency, based on the case of the United States, and taken from Federal 

Reserve Economic Data (FRED). 
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            (1) 

 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics 

 
 

Table 1 summaries the variables employed in this paper. The ’portfolio weight of gold’ is computed in the next 

section. It is the weight assigned to gold in optimized gold-stock portfolio, and it is further used as the proxy for 

gold-stock hedging or say hedge coefficient. We further regress such hedge coefficients on inflation and the 

proxy of gold-inflation hedge to examine the issue of simultaneous hedge.  

The estimates of baseline multi-variate regression (1) are shown in table 2. The results well capture the overall 

hedging effect of gold against both stock market and inflation in the long run. Like previous literature suggest, 

gold could not only hedge inflation, but also hedge expected/leading inflation or the change in inflation. For 

gold-stock hedging, the estimation for gold’s hedging against equity market represented by SP500 is statistically 

significant at 0.01 level, and the estimated coefficient is about -0.175 to -0.18 which implies that 1 percent 

increase in SP500 return is associated with 0.18 percent decrease in gold return, keep other variables constant. 

The negative relation between gold and stock market returns ensures gold to play the role of ’variance reducer’ 

and ’safe haven’ against stock market, and such result is robust. Compared with gold-stock hedge, the 

gold-inflation hedge estimated by baseline regression is not as clear in statistics, which also matches the finding 

of relevant literature. One interesting fact is that when we include both inflation and inflation change (1
st
 

difference in inflation) in the regression, the inflation change greatly takes the explanatory power away from the 

inflation, though the estimate for SP500 doesn’t vary in any meaningful way. This fact somehow suggests that 

gold price may react to the ’change in inflation’ more sensitively, or at least some particular intertemporal 

patterns in gold’s hedge against inflation exist. 

 

Table 2. OLS estimate of comparison model 

 
Note. *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01. 
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Based on the results of baseline regression, we conclude that gold can hedge both stock market and inflation in 

the long run even though gold-inflation hedging is a bit ambiguous. However, these estimates don’t address the 

puzzle about simultaneity in a proper way due to the limited interpretation of ‘local average effect’ as explained 

earlier.  

In the following section, we develop a new approach to empirically examine if investors could actively use gold 

to hedge both inflation and equity market in a simultaneous content by allowing active trading or re-balance 

portfolio continuously with monthly frequency. The finding of new approach doeesn’t suggest any positive or 

any meaningful relation between gold-stock and gold-inflation hedging in statistics. Hence, gold fails to hedge 

stock market and inflation simultaneously. This implication is opposite but not contradictory to baseline 

regression estimates of comparison. 

2. Method 

This paper concentrates on the case of the United States like most other relevant studies do. All variables except 

gold price are obtained from Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED). Data of gold price is taken from World 

Gold Forum. Based on the scope of our research question, monthly data starting from 1985 January to 2019 May 

is used. One main reason we use monthly data is that asset allocation or portfolio adjustment is frequently 

exercised by month or quarter in real world. The main variables include prices of gold, stock market index 

quoted by SP500, and consumer price index. We take standard process of the following 

    rt = 100 ∗ log(Pt/Pt−1)                               (2) 

to compute gold return, stock market return, as well as inflation rate. The exogeneous controls include interest 

rate, dollar index, dummy for decades, and dummy for U.S. recession as we illustrated earlier. All employed 

variables are stationary. 

In order to address the issue of simultaneity, our approach includes two stages. The first stage is to compute the 

hedge coefficient of gold against stock market. More precisely, we compute the degrees or magnitudes that gold 

hedges stock market by solving Markowitz’s portfolio optimization problem. In this way, the hedge coefficient 

of gold against stock is measured by the solved weights of gold in gold-stock portfolio over time, which can also 

be regarded as the proxy for gold-stock hedging. In the second stage, we regress the hedge coefficient obtained 

from first stage on inflation or the proxy of gold-inflation hedge to verify whether the gold-stock hedge (the 

weights assigned to gold in gold-stock portfolio) moves in tandem with the dynamics of inflation or not. 

We first compute the weights assigned to gold in optimized gold-stock portfolio by solving Markowitz portfolio 

problem (1952). The allocated weights to gold can be computed through optimizing the portfolio by maximizing 

Sharpe ratio of the portfolio as following, 

                                  (3) 

where 

                                                                                           (4) 

 

                                                                                                           (5) 

In order to compute the dynamic (non-static) correlation between gold and stock market ρg_sp,t, we use a 

frequent-exercised method, dynamic (conditional) correlation based on GARCH (DCC-GARCH) developed by 

Robert Engle (2001). We first filter the returns of both gold and stock market index SP500 using ARMA (m,n) 

process as following to obtain a white noise return series: 

                      (6) 

where i=1,2 corresponding to gold and SP500. 

Then we extract residual vector consisting of the fitted return obtained from the two ARMA processes 

                          (7) 
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where Ωt is the information set at moment t. Ht can be written as 

Ht = DtRtDt                                       (8) 

where 

                             (9) 

Here Dt is the 2X2 diagonal matrix of (conditional) standard deviations of fitted return at moment t, and Rt is the 

2X2 (conditional) correlation matrix of fitted return at moment t. We use GARCH(1,1) to estimate the variances 

h1t and h2t in matrix Dt. 

                       (10) 

One drawback of computing wg,t through maximizing the Sharpe ratio of constructed portfolio is that many 

values of computed wg,t turn out to be either 1 or 0 which means that 100% or 0% of the portfolio should be in 

gold on those moments, which complicates the further empirical procedure since the wg,t becomes a binary 

variable to great extent and such wg,t  doesn’t make much practical sense in reality either because investors more 

expect gold to play the rule of ’variance reducer’ for stocks in portfolio. 

In order to address this defect, we switch to another objective function which is minimizing the variance of 

portfolio, and it does provide us with much more ‘valid’ wg,t. As figure 1 displays, the weights assigned to gold 

are quite ’spread out’ instead of clustering in 0 or 1 when minimizing portfolio variance. 

                                      (11) 

 

 

Figure 1. Frequency on weight of gold  

 

Furthermore, based on individuals’ risk preference setting or the aim of research question, objective function of 

portfolio problem can be customerized and corresponding wg,t can be computed differently. For example, one 

alternative objective function to incorporate maximizing Sharpe ratio with a certain degree of risk aversion can 

take the form as 

                             (12) 

and in a greater general form the objective function can be written as 

                                  (13) 

As an advantage, the broad availability in the choice of objective function in our approach allows the empirical 

work to adapt different characteristics of investment and portfolio problem and different prospective of research 

question. This convenience is one of the highlights of our approach and framework because it empowers and 

provides tools for relevant research question and further examination in future study. 

After the first stage of empirical work, time series weights assigned to gold wg,t which play the proxy for 

gold-stock hedging or interpreted as hedge coeffieients of gold against stock are collected. In the second stage, 
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we regress wg,t on inflation and other form of inflation/gold-inflation hedge to test if the gold-stock hedge 

coefficients move in tandem with inflation πt and its relevances. We use OLS and the reduced form takes as 

                              (14) 

where X includes control variables including dollar value, interest rate, and dummies for recession periods and 

each decade, and π is either inflation or the proxy for gold-inflation hedging. In this way, if the estimated slope 

of π is positive in statistics, we can interpret that gold used to hedge stock also hedges inflation on the same 

moment. Otherwise, gold is unable to hedge both stock market and inflation simultaneously. 

As this is a new approach and framework, we employ three specifications for the regression in second stage for 

comprehensive examination and the consideration of robustness. In first specification, we regress gold-stock 

hedge coefficients on inflation rate. In second and third specification, we employ two different proxies for 

gold-inflation hedge and further estimate their relation to gold-stock hedge coefficient (the weights assigned to 

gold in gold-stock portfolio). 

The first proxy for gold-inflation hedging is the dynamic beta of regressing gold return on inflation rate. The 

dynamic beta is obtained from the process of Kalman filter. The implement algorithm of Kalman filter is not 

hard to understand. Like the process of autocorrelation, while instead of including an AR term of explanatory 

variable in regression model, Kalman filter develops the dynamic system with a state space regression modeling 

the beta dynamics through an autoregressive process. In this way, Kalman filter allows the parameter/estimator 

of related variable to be time-varying which generates a dynamic parameter in continuous time instead of static 

parameter. In our framework, the state-space representation of the dynamics of gold-inflation beta (proxy for 

hedging) is given by the following system of equations 

 

                                 (15) 

where βt is time-varying estimator representing gold-inflation hedging and T is the state transition matrix. 

By using Kalman filter, we collect dynamic estimator as proxy for gold-inflation hedge (see figure 2) and this 

proxy enables us to verify whether valid relation between gold-stock hedge and gold-inflation hedge exists on 

the moments along time horizon. 

 

 

Figure 2. Dynamic beta by Kalman filter 

 

The second proxy for gold-inflation hedging is simply calculated by rgold,t/πt. The logic is straightforward: as 

gold-inflation hedge asks positive co-movement or ’peg’ between gold price and price level of consumption, 

greater value of rgold,t/πt should represent better ’peg’ which indicates more effective hedge of gold against 

inflation. 

3. Results 

Figure 3 are scatter plots for the relation of gold-stock hedge represented by weight assigned to gold in 

gold-stock portfolio with respect to inflation, gold-inflation hedge proxied by dynamic beta, and gold-inflation 

hedge proxied by rgold,t/πt. From those figures, it is very hard to find any linear or even non-linear pattern in the 

relation of gold-stock hedge and inflation or its relevance. As a matter of fact, the empirical results of OLS 

regression do not suggest any positive relation between gold-stock hedge and inflation in statistics. Neither for 

the two proxies of gold-inflation hedge. 
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Figure 3. Scatter plot of gold weight in portfolio and inflation 

 

Table 3 summarizes the estimates in the regression of portfolio weight of gold against inflation as well as leading 

inflation and inflation change. There is no positive slope between weights of gold against SP500 in portfolio and 

inflation rate which means that positive agreement between gold-stock hedging and inflation is unable to be 

found. Indeed, the estimated coefficients for inflation and leading inflation are even negative in statistics. In 

terms of interpretation, around 16 to 18 percentage weight of gold should be even removed from gold-stock 

portfolio in response to 1 percent increase in inflation or leading inflation holding other variables constant. Of 

course, the very limited R square of estimated model may not allow such implication to fit well for the reality 

and population while it is still quite surprising that there is even a negative relation between gold-inflation hedge 

and gold-stock hedge. 

 

Table 3. OLS regression results 

 
Note. *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01. 

 

Figure 4. Relation between weight of gold and inflation rate 
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We further estimate the slope while employing the dynamic beta computed by Kalman filter as the proxy for 

gold-inflation hedge (Table 4) and another gold-inflation hedge indicator’ rgold,t/πt (Table 5). 

 

Table 4. Regression results with dynamic beta as inflation hedge proxy 

 
Note. *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01. 

 

Table 5. Regression results with the ‘peg’ proxy 

 
Note. *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01. 

 

As we can see, no matter what proxy we employ for gold-inflation hedge, no statistical evidence can be found to 

indicate any valid agreement on the dynamics of co-movement between gold-stock hedge and gold-inflation 

hedge. The slopes are not positive which imply that hedge coefficients of gold against stock do not move in 

tandem with inflation or the specified form of inflation. Based on the outcomes of Table 3, 4, and 5, gold is 

infeasible to hedge stock market and inflation simultaneously in our framework. 

Overall, all the three specifications and estimations on second stage fail to pinpoint any possibility that investors 

can still beat inflation when assuming they use gold to optimally hedge equity market represented by SP500 first 

through adjusting the weight of gold they hold by month. This result is opposite but not contradictory to the 

implication of our baseline regression of comparison. 
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4. Discussion and Conclusion 

This is the first paper addressing whether gold can hedge stock market and inflation in a simultaneous content, 

particularly, from the perspective of investor and portfolio manager. Previous studies have greatly explored the 

hedging property of gold against single asset like stock or inflation, while this paper offers a more 

comprehensive view on the hedging usage of gold in the scenario where the hedging objects have potential 

conflicts in their performance dynamics which triggers the failure of valid and simultaneous hedge by gold.  

In this work, we assume that an investor creates optimal portfolios from stock and gold. The weights assigned to 

gold are interpreted as hedge coefficient towards the stock market. We ask if the hedge coefficient also moves in 

tandem with inflation or other functions of inflation or gold-inflation hedge proxy. When regressing the hedge 

coefficient on inflation or functions of inflation, the slope will be positive if the gold ‘first’ used to hedge the 

stock market can also hedge inflation. We find that is not the case: the coefficient is not positive in statistics. This 

result implies that gold fails to hedge both stock market and inflation simultaneously over time, and it is opposite 

but not contradictory to the implication of baseline regression of comparison which suggests gold can hedge 

stock market and inflation together in the long run if investors hold gold from beginning to the end without any 

action of selling or re-balancing portfolio. The difference is that, under our context of simultaneity, the active and 

efficient hedging strategy conducted through gold could only target one subject of interest, either stock market or 

inflation, at each moment of the sample period. Except addressing the puzzle we try to visit, the other 

contribution of our work is that we provide future study with a new approach and framework to address the issue 

of simultaneity in investment or asset management problem, and creating the room for future work to emphasize 

different perspective of similar question or puzzle. 

Even though this paper does not aim to identify the causality of gold’s failure to simultaneous hedge, there are 

some reasonable explanations as the candidates for causality. As the fact that stock market boom frequently 

comes with moderate inflation has been greatly verified in literature, one of the most convincing explanations is 

that the dynamics of gold prices becomes ambiguous and unclear on the moments where moderate inflation and 

stock rise occur together and the unclear dynamics further forbids the hedging property of gold against either 

equity market or inflation or both on those moments. Another explanation is that the proxy of gold-stock hedge 

in this paper considers the scenario that investors ’optimally’ use gold to hedge equity asset (SP500) so that the 

computed hedge coefficients for gold-stock hedge might be not sufficiently ‘friendly’ to agree on hedging 

inflation or other dynamics of inflation in tandem. In that sense, if we incorporate more ’inflation-friendly’ 

objective function for the portfolio optimization problem in first stage, the estimates might differ, and it may 

enable our approach to generate a situation that gold can hedge stock market and inflation simultaneously to a 

certain degree although such degree is expected to be very limited. 
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